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Renowned chef David Thompson first went to Thailand by mistake: a holiday plan had to be changed at the
last minute, and he ended up in Bangkok, where he was seduced by the people, culture, and cuisine. Since
that fateful trip some 20 years ago, Thailand has become David’s second home. Working alongside cooks

who perfected their craft in the Thai royal palaces, he began to document the traditional recipes and culinary
techniques that have been handed down from generation to generation. The result is THAI FOOD, the most
comprehensive account of this ancient and exotic cuisine ever published in English. David writes about

Thailand and its food with an easy erudition, encouraging readers to cook and experiment, while
simultaneously fostering a respect for the food and its stewardship through the ages.

This book was published in June 2014 by Ten Speed Press in the English language. Passionate about Thai
dishes and desserts? Asian Food Network is here to make them easier quicker while keeping. His 2002
cookbook Thai Food won James Beard and IACP awards. Located in the Wat Chang Khian area near the
Chiang Mai Zoo Baan Worawut is a Thai food place where you can enjoy delicious and authentic Thai

onedish meals soups .

Thai Food Travel

Thai recipes using authentic ingredients with simple cooking instructions for preparing the delicious cuisine
of Thailand. This taste can be defined as the use of all 5 flavors spicy sweet salty bitter and sour. We love to
cook Thai food at home because inevitably it brings us back there to those special places. David Thompsons
expansive cookbook Thai Food could serve as a bible for this everpopular ethnic cuisine. Learn easy Thai
recipes and home cooking with over 65 recipes. by BONNIE ADAMS . Previous slide Next slide 10 of 26
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